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ABSTRACT
LAUREN E. DELAP: Creation and Application of Mississippi Tort Reform Law
(Under the direction of Dr. John W.Winkle, III)

This study is an investigation ofthe power ofthe tort reform issue to drive the
Mississippi legislature to create new tort reform statutes and drive the court to determine
their proper application. It explores the issue’s influence through the channels of interest
groups and the media prior to the passage of tort reform legislation. The study also looks
at how the issue continues to drive debate through the state judiciary. In the study of
interest groups, this investigation analyzes campaign contributions through PACs and by
the individual and national organizations, as well as examining non-flnancial tactics used
by these groups. These tactics were mostly described in personal interviews. The
exploration of the media centers on critical analysis of print and broadcast journalism
pieces. The investigation ofthe courts consists of case study and exarnination of court
composition. Through this exploration, I found that interest group activity concerning
tort reform reached peak levels for several groups, each for unique reasons. I also found
that media coverage of this topic was extensive but rarely objective. Since the passage of
tort reform legislation, the courts have yet to decide a case challenging their provisions.
Precedent from previous tort provisions and from neighboring state courts suggests,
however, that the courts will generally uphold these statutes. The conservative makeup
of the court also suggests deference to the legislature. Through each of these areas, the
tort reform issue has inspired Mississippians to encourage the legislature to create change
in the area of civil procedure. As the needs of Mississippians change, the issue will likely
drive the legislature, or possibly the judiciary, to continue acting on tort policy.
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INTRODUCTION
Dorothy Rankin was a Yazoo City school guidance counselor and an active
person living with diabetes. After taking the drug Rezulin, a pill form of insulin, Rankin
suffered digestive problems, a skin-hardening rash, and dizziness so severe that she had
to quit her job.* Traci Swilley is a Fayette pharmacist who was dropped by her insurance
provider after being sued six times in less than two years despite filling prescriptions
correctly.^ Rankin and Swilley have more in common than their professional woes. Both
women’s lives have been affected by tort claims. According to Ronald Rychlak,
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs at the University of Mississippi School of Law, A
tort is a claim of injury or damages for which the claimant seeks remedy

through the

court system. Rankin’s medical problems caused by Rezulin and the wages lost in
connection with these problems are examples of injuries that required remedy by means
of compensation. On the other hand, Swilley s unfortunate circumstance resulted from
abuses of this remedy.
The goal of tort law is to make injured parties, like Dorothy Rankin, whole
again. In an effort to make these parties “whole,” however, hard working people, like
Traci Swilley, can suffer unfair judgments that can result in severe business losses when
the tort system is unregulated. It is an immense challenge to create a balanced tort system

' Mitchell, Jerry, and Beverly P. Kraft. "Hilling the Jackpot in Mississippi Courtrooms." The Clarion-Ledger
[Jackson. Mississippi] 17 June 2001. 16A.
~ Ibid 17A.
^ Rvchlak. Ronald. Personal inlerview. 25 Jan. 2010

that provides proper representation for victims of negligence but also prohibits abuse of
the system. In the first decade of the 21'^ century, the State Legislature of Mississippi
took on this challenge when it passed legislation to reform its tort law provisions.
Mississippi was one of several states whose legislatures sought to change its tort law in
the late 20^ and early 21^‘ centuries.
The first of these reforms was the product of an 83-day long special session that
took place in 2002. The Wall Street Journal deemed this act, which began as House Bill
19(“HB 19”), a “miracle.”"^ One ofthe major concerns of Mississippi legislators was
punitive damage caps. This law created punitive damage caps for small businesses worth
less than $50 million at a maximum of4 percent of net worth and imposed a sliding scale
for other businesses to a maximum of$20 million for a business with net worth of more
than $1 billion.^ In addition, HB 19 limited punitive damages to instances in which
defendants “acted with actual malice, gross negligence which evidences a willful, wanton
or reckless disregard for the safety of others, or committed actual fraud.

The legislation

also allowed for punitive damages only after compensatory damages are awarded and a
separate evidentiary hearing is held. The act also provided protections for innocent
retailers,” limited venue choice for plaintiffs, and established joint and proportionate
liability. HB 19 was an important step in Mississippi’s tort reform effort, but it was not
considered a final solution.
The Tort Reform Act of 2004(“TRA”)is considered the definitive piece of tort
reform legislation for the state of Mississippi. TRA advances certain reforms that HB 19

^ Sargcnl. Robert S. "Mississippi Fort Reform." Enter Stage Right. Web. 13 Feb. 2010.
<hUp://w\vw.enlerstageright.com/archive/articles/l 202/1202tortrelonn.him
^ AN AC r TO AMKNI)SIXTION 1 1-1 1-3. MISSISSIPPI CODT OF' 1972 §§ H->
Ihid at§ 11-1-65
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created. For example, the act adds a provision to the venue rule that each plaintiff must
establish venue individually. In addition, the punitive damage caps are defined in smaller
dollar amount increments. TRA also limits damage caps on “non-economic damages''
including disfigurement to $500,000 for medical malpractice cases and at $1,000,000 for
damages in all other civil causes of action."^ The 2004 legislation also establishes several
liability, immunizes premises owners, and immunizes innocent sellers. In addition,
several sections of TRA offer provisions dealing with juries and jury service. This
legislation has been called “sweeping reform” for the state.
The senators and representatives who created these tort reform laws, however, did
not perform these tasks in a vacuum. Tort reform is an issue that arouses interest and
concern from the public. Each lawmaker in the state is popularly elected and, as a result,
must consider the opinions of his or her constituents when making legislative decisions.
The popular desires of the people do not always match the legislators own opinions of
what is necessary for the state. Legislators must, therefore, compromise their own
political beliefs at times to properly represent constituents, especially concerning issues
to which the general public feel personally connected,

Interest and concern for an issue

like tort reform inspires active participation by non-govemmental bodies. In turn,
external forces influence the desires of constituents. One major influence on public
opinion is the mass media. Newspaper articles, television programs, and even internet
blogs shape the way readers and watchers view certain issues. One sensational story has
the power to create public outcry for change. By responding to public interest in issues

’Tort Reform Act of 2004 U \\-\ 1-3-73-25-27 el seq.
8 (jinsberg. Benjamin, fheodore .1. I.owi. and Margaret Weir. He the People An Introduction to American Politics.
Shorter Edition, Fifth Edition.(Boston: W. W. Norton & rompany. 2004) 150.
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and then influencing the personal opinion of constituents and the personal opinions of
legislators themselves, the issue drives legislation via the mass media.^
Mass media is not the only external actor that reflects public interest while
influencing constituent opinion. Interest groups form based on concern for an issue and
promote its interest in that issue. An interest group’s goal is to convince legislators that
their interests are particularly important. Seeking popular support for the group’s interest
IS one method of achieving this goal. Interest groups can arouse passion among the
10

general public through advertisements, boycotts, and other demonstrations,

Interest

groups also attempt to further their goals by influencing legislators’ electoral campaigns
directly through campaign financing. In modem elections, candidates almost always
need to do a substantial amount of fundraising in order to mn a successful campaign.
Interest groups take part in this process by either helping candidates raise money or by
donating money directly. These groups provide this assistance with the expectation that
elected officials will pay special attention to their special interests,

When interest

groups can influence fundraising and constituent popularity, they can influence
legislators. This influence, however, would never exist without an issue to catalyze
organization.
After issue interest drives the legislature to create a new law, that legislation is
then subject to the influence of the judiciary. State laws can be stricken by the state
12

supreme court if the court determines that the law conflicts with the state constitution.
The court may not strike the law completely and still affect the way in which the law is

" IhiddX 242-260.
Ginsberg. Lowi and Weir supra at Note 8. at 381.
"(jinsberg. Lowi and
supra at Note 8 at 390.
Baum. Lawrence. Supreme Court. Ninth ed.(Washington. IX':('Q. 2007) at .>-6.
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applied. Although the legislature creates the law, in the words of Supreme Court Chief
Justice John Marshall,"'It is emphatically the province and the duty of the Judicial
,.13

Department [judicial branch] to say what the law is.

By determining “what the law

is,*’ the courts influence how the law is actually used by the people of the state. Unlike
the United States Supreme Court, however, the Mississippi Supreme Court is elected and
cannot select its docket. The issue itself, therefore, is still a driving force behind the
court’s influence on legislation.
Tort reform legislation attracted the interest ofthe mass media and interest groups
because tort reform dramatically affects so many people. As Rychlak points out,“People
are often concerned with tort claims because they either had claims for which they did
not feel compensated or have lost jobs or suffered business detriments due to a lawsuit.
„14

Runaway tort cases have ruined lives,

Public interest helps guide media coverage, so

issues such as tort reform that touch so many lives in an obvious way are more likely to
receive media attention than topics with less widespread effects. By the same token,
issues which dramatically and personally affect people are likely to gain their special
interest. Several different groups have something to lose or gain from tort reform.
Therefore, several interest groups in Mississippi have felt compelled to act on the subject
either through constituent influence or direct financial influence.
This particular legislation is also important to actors not directly involved in the
legislative process because it is such a source of heated debate both inside and outside the
legislature. Even those considered particularly knowledgeable on the subject of
Mississippi politics disagree on the merits of tort reform. In the book Mississippi Politics;

’ Marbury v. Madison. 352 l.cxis. The Supreme C'ouH ol'ihe Ignited States. 1803.
Ryehlak. supra note 3.
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the Strugglefor Power, 1976-2008, Jere Nash and Andy Taggart provide an outstanding
example. In the chapter entitled,‘The Consequences of Tort Reform,'’ the authors point
out their divergent opinions on the subject. Nash presents the “liberal" argument that
criticizes tort reform for catering to business interests and creating provisions that “will
ultimately prevent many victims from obtaining fair compensation and will effectively
remove the deterrent that trial lawyers posed for businesses that manufactured defective
r-15

products.

On the other hand. Taggart advocates the “conservative opinion that tort

reform corrected the opportunities for abuse of the judicial system but maintained
r-16

protections for actual victims,

The authors end their own debate by pointing out that

their differing viewpoints represent the divide among Mississippians. Such polar views
make tort reform so controversial and thus a challenging issue to legislate.
Legislation does not drive issues; issues drive legislation. In this study, I will
explore how the widely affecting and highly contentious issue of tort reform drove the
Mississippi Legislature to create new law on the topic. In particular, I will investigate the
ways in which interest groups and the media became inspired by the issue and went on to
influence the legislature in its creation of these laws. In addition, I will look at how the
issue lives on as the courts continue to determine the application of tort reform legislation
today. By studying how these actors have influenced tort reform legislation so far, I
expect to gain an understanding of the direction of tort reform in the future.
To explore the influence of interest groups, I will first focus on three key groups:
trial lawyers, pro-business groups, and medical groups. These three groups have been the
most active in tort reform legislation and have been most directly affected by its
Nash, Jere, and Andy Taggart. Mississippi Politics: the Strugglefor Power. 19'^6-200S. Jackson:
University of Mississippi. 2009. Print. 291.
Ihiclal 291.

6

consequences. I will examine their influence in the areas of public interest influence and
campaign contributions. An observation ofthe tactics used to receive the attention and,
in turn, the interest of the public will be used to explore the public interest influence of
these groups. Such tactics will include advertisements, boycotts, and other publications
used by the groups in order to gain support for their respective interests in tort reform.
To explore the area of campaign contributions, I will examine campaign spending reports
from the time period from 2001 to 2005 for statewide elections. To supplement both of
these explorations, I will conduct personal interviews with key members of interest
groups for trial lawyers, business interests, and medical professionals. These accounts
will provide personal perspective for the reasons behind the actions of the groups and the
actions chosen by the groups.
In an examination of media influence, I plan to use primarily print journalism and
separate the discussion into national, statewide, and local circulation. Most articles will
come from 2000-2002 because this was a notable period for media coverage of tort
claims incidents in Mississippi on all levels of circulation. Other articles will consist
mostly of those published in or before 2004. I will, however, include some articles that
were published after 2004 in order to explore how the media has influenced public
opinion of tort reform since that time. News articles, opinion pieces, and editorials will
all be included in this analysis. I will analyze the content of these articles for media
objectivity and source publication. I will also look for sensational anecdotal evidence
used in the articles to arouse emotion. Special attention will be paid to articles written
about Jefferson County because this area has become especially well known for its
extreme jury decisions in favor of plaintiffs. 1 his discussion will include analysis ol a

7

2001 segment of60 Minutes about Jefferson County’s jury awards which resulted in
Jefferson County residents filing suit against the television program. Through these
analyses, I will show how the media has exerted its influence on public opinion of tort
reform and therefore on legislators.
Finally, I will discuss the influence ofthe courts in three areas: Mississippi
Supreme Court opinions involving other tort reform laws, neighboring state courts of last
resort decisions on tort reform issues, and court composition. By using Mississippi case
law, I can search for patterns of decision-making by the court regarding tort reform laws
and determine how these patterns may affect the laws passed in the 2000 s. Since state
courts often “borrow” precedent, especially the precedents of those state courts in similar
regions with similar values, an examination of decisions in neighboring states can help
shed light on the way the Mississippi Supreme Court will continue to influence the
application of tort reform laws in Mississippi. Finally, I will look at the composition of
the court by examining the justices’ tendencies to decide in favor of plaintiffs or
defendants. I will also briefly explore replacements on the court since the 2008 judicial
election and their major campaign contributors.
In my conclusion, I will discuss the future of tort reform in Mississippi with
special attention to the possibility of adopting Rule 23, the class action rule. Mississippi
currently does not have a class action rule but rather a rule for mass joinder. This mass
joinder rule has resulted in messy lawsuits with dozens of weakly related plaintiffs joined
together against large corporations. Rule 23 may provide some regulation that the joinder
rule lacks. I will explore this possibility in the context of the tort refonn as an issue that
drives action by governmental bodies.

8

INTEREST GROUPS
One way to measure the prominence of the tort reform issue in the early 2000s is
to examine the participation of interest groups on behalf ofthe issue. Tort reform
increased interest group activity for a number of groups, but the interests that were most
famously represented in this way were pro-business interests, healthcare interests, and
interests of the legal profession. The primary element of interest group activity that must
be understood is the motivation for each group to advocate for this issue. Understanding
the motives of the respective groups sheds light on the compelling nature of tort reform.
Discussing motives alone will not create a full picture of the role of interest groups in tort
reform, however. Exploring the activity of these groups during the years leading up to
the passage of tort reform can provide insight into how these groups sought to influence
average Mississippians and the state legislature on the issue. One of the most obvious
ways in which interest groups seek to get their message across and sway others for
support is through financial backing. Still, groups that supported or opposed tort reform
did not express their views through fundraising alone. Other tactics such as calling
campaigns, boycotts, and advertisements were all employed in efforts to reach their tort
reform goals. Motives, financing, and non-flnancial methods all provide insight into why
interest groups championed the tort reform issue and how they attempted to influence
others to adopt their opinions.

9

Interest groups are, for the most part, highly organized groups which invest a
great deal oftime and money in conveying the message for their particular interest.
Passion for that message usually accompanies such a serious investment. Exploring the
sources of this passion illuminates the complexity of the issue. Although, as it was
previously pointed out, tort reform’s prominence is related to the high number of people
personally affected by it,*^ personal reasons were not the sole motivators of interest
groups to speak out on tort reform. Each of the most well-known interests represented by
interest groups had unique motives for getting involved with the issue.
Motivation for the business community stemmed largely from a desire to expand
Mississippi’s business opportunities. In the early 2000s, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Institute for Legal Reform consistently ranked Mississippi at the bottom of state judicial
18

systems in almost every category,

This ranking, along with labels like “the jackpot

justice capital of America,”’^ made it extremely difficult for the state to attract national
and international businesses to set up operations in Mississippi. In addition, the pro
business groups were concerned with the maintenance of industries already located in the
state. With $1.8 billion awarded by juries in civil suits between 1995 and 2003,
companies were forced to drive up prices for goods and services, a condition referred to
as “tort inflation.v20 Pro-business groups also pointed to tort inflation as an important
factor contributing to the increase in the unemployment rate in the state. The business
community took on tort reform as a means to improve the state s business climate.

18

Rychlak supra at Note 3.
Ross. Charlie. Winning (he Tori War in Mississippi: Keysfor Success in Other States. Washington. Dt American
Tort Reform Association. Print. 6.
Ibid, at 6.

20

Pickering, Chip. "Mississippi's Tort Refomi Case Study." Roll Call[Washington D.C.] 4 Feb. 2005.
Print.

10

Healthcare interests were also highly motivated by economic concerns. The
medical insurance crisis that was occurring at the time was widely considered by the
21

medical community to be a product of large tort payouts,

There was evidence to

support this assertion. For instance, “eight medical malpractice cases produced $61
22

million in damages,“and “470 doctors were sued’’ within the span of one week."

Many

doctors felt forced to flee the state because they could no longer afford to practice
medicine in Mississippi. For example, the state lost one-third of its neurosurgeons in a
23

single year due to the insurance crisis,

Healthcare professionals wanted to see the

legislature pass tort reform laws because they wanted to be able to practice medicine
affordably and without a constant fear of paying out an astronomical civil suit award.
Although trial lawyers had a great deal of professional interest at stake with tort
reform, David Baria, former president of the Mississippi Trial Lawyers Association
( MTLA”), claims that motivations of legal interest groups were “not about the
^^24

lawyers,

Baria claims that legal groups were interested in protecting citizens “right to
25

trial by jury” and “the right ofjuries to decide awards.”

Groups like MTLA saw

certain proposed tort reform provisions, namely damage caps, as an infringement upon
these rights. In addition, they felt that non-economic damage caps placed a value on the
lives of those who are not or cannot be employed, such as children, the elderly, and stayat-home mothers. MTLA felt that placing such a value on these groups of people was
,,26

discriminatory

21

against them. Legal interest groups were also “philosophically

Ibid.

~~ Pickering supra at Note 20.
Pickering Supra at Note 20.
24
"David
Baria." Telephone interview. 24 Mar. 2010.
25
Ibid.
2()

Baria .supra at Note 24.
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opposed”'^ to limiting punitive damages because punitive damages sen^e as a deterrent
for negligence. MTLA and other like-minded groups saw tort reform as a limit to legal
justice and wanted to prevent that limit.
Each interest group involved in the tort reform debate had distinctive goals it
wanted to accomplish by either supporting or opposing tort reform. The wide range of
interests involved with tort reform shows that tort reform is a complex issue that can
touch people in a variety of ways. Capturing the attention of interest groups was only the
first step in these groups’ involvement with the tort reform issue. While the motives of
these groups explain how the issue of tort reform drove their interest, the strategies used
by these groups explain how interest groups drove the issue home to Mississippi voters
and the legislature alike.
Campaign financing is one of the most common methods by which interest groups
attempt to influence elected officials. Through campaign contributions, groups can show
their support or disdain for certain issues. On a darker note, campaign contributions can
be used as leverage with which groups seek to control officials. Interest groups united in
their efforts either for or against tort reform in Mississippi were no exception in the early
2000s. Several groups donated money to campaigns as Political Action Committees
(“PACs”). Examination of Mississippi’s campaign finance reports from one year before
the first tort reform legislation passed in 2002 until one year after the second tort reform
laws were created in 2004 can reveal the increased interest of some groups in Mississippi
elections at this time. In turn, it may also reveal the extent to which campaign financing
influenced legislators on tort reform. While this exploration is a worthwhile enterprise, it
is not without its limitations. According to campaigndisclosure.org. Mississippi has
Baria supra at Note 24.

12

28

earned a failing grade and only ranks higher than six other states in state disclosure."
The state’s low ranking is most closely linked to its electronic filing program and its
29

content accessibility.

Though the availability of information is narrower for

Mississippi’s campaign finance than for that of other states, there is still enough
accessible information to create a picture ofPAC contributions in the early 2000s.
Pro-business groups which supported tort reform were particularly active in
raising electoral funds from 2002 through 2004. Improve Mississippi Political Action
Committee(“IMPAC”)is one of Mississippi’s largest groups representing business
interests in the state. This group that does not represent any specific industry reached its
peak campaign spending in 2004, disbursing over $300,000 to state electoral candidates
in statewide elections that year. These contributions nearly tripled the previous year s
30

total disbursement during the gubernatorial election.

The most compelling evidence of

IMPAC’s interest in tort reform is the sharp contrast between these contributions and
those made in years preceding and following the passage of tort reform legislation. In
2001, the group spent no money that it had raised, and it reduced its spending from
31

$325,837 in 2004 to $4,676 in 2005.

Although major elections were not held in these

years, the same can be said for 2002. The finance reports for Mississippi Association of
Realtors(“MARPAC”)are not quite as convincing. This group, however, differs from
IMPAC in that it represents a specific business interest. MARPAC reported a sharp
increase in its spending prior to the gubernatorial election that took place in 2003,

"Grading State Disclosure 2008: The State of Disclosure in Mississippi." The Campaign Disclosure
Project. 17 Sept. 2008. Web. 1 Mar. 2010. <www.campaigndisclosure.org>.
2‘i
Ibid.
State Campaign Finance Reports. 2003-2004. Raw data. Mississippi Secretary of State,.lackson.
Mississippi.
Stale Campaign Finance Reports. 2001.2005. Raw data. Mississippi Secrelaiy of Stale, Jackson.
Mississippi.
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32

quadrupling its previous year contribution,

MARPAC's campaign finance activity took

a steep decline the following year though, only to rise to its pre-tort reform level in
33

2005.

This may indicate that the group’s primary objective was to influence the 2003

elections in order to ensure the passage of tort reform legislation. Some business interest
PACs did not even form until tort reform was on the horizon. Mississippi Restaurant
Association (‘*MRA”) began to file finance reports in 2004 and continued to disburse
34

money to elections the following year.

This suggests that smaller organizations like

MRA saw that contributing campaign money through PACs had been effective for larger
groups like MARPAC and IMPAC.
Labor unions that also supported the passage of tort reform contributed to
campaigns during this period with notable amounts of money. There was also a large
number ofPACs representing these groups, even though they seemed to represent their
individual industries. Some examples ofthese unions include the Mississippi
Manufacturers Association, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and the
Home Builders Association of Mississippi. Local chapters of national labor unions such
35

as Teamsters also contributed to Mississippi elections through PACs.

By and large.

these groups sought to influence the 2003 elections. Each one sharply increased its fund
36

disbursement during this year and promptly reduced its spending the following year.
While increased contributions are expected during major election years, this increase is
still suggestive of support for tort reform because it was a central topic of that election.
State Campaign
Mississippi.
State Campaign
State Campaign
Mississippi.
35
State Campaign
Mississippi.
Ibid.

Finance Reports. 2002-2003. Raw data. Mississippi Secretary of State. Jackson,
Finance Reports supra at note 31.
Finance Reports. 2004-2005. Raw data. Mississippi Secretary of State. Jackson.
Finance Reports. 2001-2005. Raw data. Mississippi Secretary of State. Jackson.
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Another group of similarly interested PACs that exerted a great deal of financial
influence was the group of medical PACs. With over a dozen PACs representing both
general medical interests and certain specialties within the medical field, the interests of
this community enjoy continuously strong representation in campaign finance. Among
these organizations, specific disciplines such as dentistry and nursing have their own
representation. Particular medical facilities such as hospitals also have separate PACs.
These groups seemed to spend the most money during the 2003 election year and
37

continue high spending through 2004.

Medical interests are represented more generally

by PACs like the Mississippi Medical Association PAC. This PAC followed the pattern
of highest spending in 2003 by disbursing over $520,000 for campaign financing that
38

year compared to its $51,000 contribution the year before,

The medical field had a

vested interest in reform of civil litigation due to the medical insurance crisis at this time,
and its increased financial contribution during the period between the creations of tort
reform legislation reflects this.
Interests promoting tort reform through PAC contributions was not limited to
particular careers. Certain PACs formed solely under the shared interest of tort reform.
The PAC STOP Lawsuit Abuse only reported campaign finance contributions in 2003
and 2004. In these two years, the group contributed over $30,000 to electoral
39

candidates.

The Civil Justice Reform PAC reported campaign disbursement in all years

between 2001 and 2005, but its highest contributions were made in 2002 and 2003, the

State Campaign Finance Reports supra at note 39.
State Campaign Finance Reports. 2002-2003. Raw data. Mississippi Secretary of State. Jackson.
Mississippi.
State Campaign Finance Reports. 2001 supra at note 30.
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years leading up to the Tort Reform Act of 2004. These PACs clearly supported tort
reform, and they asserted their support through financial contribution.
Not all active PACs during this period supported tort reform. Opponents of tort
reform came mostly from the legal community. Legal PACs individually raised and
disbursed amounts of money comparable to most pro-tort reform PACs. There are
significantly fewer PACs representing tort reform opposition, though. Individual law
firms formed PACs in the years following the passage of the first tort reform legislation.
Butler Snow, a law firm based in Jackson, began contributing money as a PAC in 2003
40

during the major election year.

Lawyers Interested in Mississippi Betterment

(“LIMB*’) was the largest legal PAC at this time. Its contributions climaxed in 2002 with
nearly $200,000 in financial disbursement, and the PAC maintained this level of spending
in 2003. When the passage of tort reform legislation became eminent in 2004, the
41

group’s financial disbursement decreased to its pre-2002 levels,

Tort reform opponents

failed to raise as much money as tort reform supporters by a large margin. Financial
contribution was an important facet of interest groups’ efforts to influence the tort reform
issue, and the results seemed to match the efforts when examining PAC spending.
PACs were not the only method of campaign contribution used by interest groups
to influence tort reform. Groups and individuals outside ofPACs donated money to
electoral politics in Mississippi at this time. Individual contributions represented a small
amount of money, but it was a powerful way for everyday people to get involved in the
issue. Individual donations to campaigns through interest groups were especially
important for the interests of healthcare professionals and trial lawyers. Trial lawyers

40

State Campaign Finance Reports. 2003. Raw data. Mississippi Secretary' of Stale. Jackson. Mississippi.
State Campaign Finance Reports. 2005. Raw data. Mississippi Secretary of State. Jackson. Mississippi.
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themselves donated money to judicial elections. This sort ofinvolvement with judicial
elections was not fueled by the tort reform issue but rather was ‘important to the
42

profession*’ at all times,

According to David Baria, trial lawyer interests were also

supported by smaller amounts from individual plaintiffs.^^ Baria also noted, however,
-44

that these individual contributions “paled in comparison to the other side’

ofthe issue.

Individuals often supported the medical interests in tort reform because they had already
witnessed either first-hand or from a relative or close friend the devastating effects of
45

losing a doctor to the high prices allegedly driven up by tort claims,

Individual

contributions were more important for their social implications than for their fiscal
results. The fact that everyday citizens were willing to contribute monetarily suggests
that they felt strongly about this issue.
Contributions from national organizations were much more financially
significant. Interest groups representing business and legal interests benefited especially
from this type of contribution. Baria revealed that the America Trial Lawyers
Association(“ATLA”) was a significant financial contributor to tort reform opposition in
Mississippi, but its efforts were almost trivial compared to the financial backing that the
46

U.S. Chamber of Commerce provided for pro-business interest groups.

The U.S.

Chamber’s efforts began in Mississippi during the 2000 judicial elections. The
organization did not have well-known influence in the state until three weeks before the
election. In that short amount of time, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce donated $1
million dollars for advertisements alone. These efforts helped two of four business-

42

“ Baria Supra at Note 24.
Baria Supra at Note 24.
44
Baria Supra at Note 24.
45
Pickering Supra at Note 20.
46
Baria Supra at Note 24.
43
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J

47

backed candidates get elected to the Mississippi Supreme Court,

This was only the

beginning of the U.S. Chamber’s influence in Mississippi. According to Baria, this
national organization had a multi-year plan which aimed to make the passage of tort
48

reform law possible.

This financial juggernaut was successful.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce did not influence Mississippi politics without
some backlash, though. Print journalists statewide criticized the organization’s plan. The
secretary of state and the attorney general both unsuccessfully attempted to compel the
49

U.S. Chamber to disclose its campaign contributions,

Despite these objections, the

financial contributions of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce revolutionized campaign
finance in the state of Mississippi. Tort reform was the catalyst for this revolution.
Financial contributions to statewide elections via individuals, national
organizations, and PACs were all important avenues of influence for all major interests
involved in the tort reform issue. Financial contribution was not the only avenue of
influence, though. Each interest group used creativity to propose actions that spoke as
loudly as money. These strategies were often used to capture the attention of Mississippi
voters in addition to elected officials. While most of these tactics were part of developed
plans, certain strategies were much more spontaneous and decentralized. Whether
perfectly planned or completely improvised, these actions aimed to communicate the
group’s opinion on the issue and hopefully influence the resulting legislation.
Campaign advertisements seem to be a basic element of interest group activity
today, but they were, as previously mentioned, revolutionai7 in Mississippi in the early
2000s. Spending its $1 million on commercials for the judicial elections of 2000. the
47
48
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U.S. Chamber of Commerce showed Mississippi interest groups how effective this
50

method could be.

Business and medical groups used advertisements more generally to

promote tort reform interests. According to Charlie Ross, the primary author of the
Senate tort reform bill that became the basis for the Tort Reform Act of 2004, these
interest groups “spent considerable money and time conducting a public relations
campaign through the media(newspapers, radio, and TV)to convey to the message the
importance and relevance of tort reform,

Business and medical lobbies would call

these advertisements educational.
Pro-tort reform interest groups outside of business and healthcare interests also
got involved with advertisements. One example is the Virginia-based organization Law
Enforcement Alliance of America(“LEAA”) which began running ads in Mississippi in
2002. These ads were aimed at influencing the judicial election that year. The
organization spent $11,000 and supported more than one-fifth of all ads regarding
judicial elections run in Mississippi that year. In particular, the group sought to have proplaintiff Justice Chuck McRae replaced on the court by the more conservative Jess
Dickinson. To accomplish this goal, LEAA ran both a promotional commercial for Jess
Dickinson and a negative commercial against Chuck McRae. The ad against McRae was
52

the first use of negative advertising for judicial elections in the state,

Although the pro-

tort reform groups participated more in advertising, anti-reform groups also used this tool
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to gain influence. According to David Baria, legal interest groups also supported
r,53

“educational advertisements in print and on television.
Interest groups used even more innovative techniques to reach Mississippi voters
and elected officials. In 2004,the business and medical communities formed a plan to
reach their legislators in a new way. Rather than sending a lobbyist to represent the
interests of the groups, individual doctors, business owners, and other citizens supporting
tort reform called the legislators in their respective districts the night before the
54

legislature voted on the Tort Reform Act.

An umbrella organization for business and

healthcare interests coordinated the strategy and focused the efforts of several smaller
groups. This telephone campaign targeted legislators who represented conservative
districts but either had voted against tort reform in the past or remained undecided on the
55

issue.

While this plan lacked the efficiency of traditional lobbying methods, the

personal participation sent a message to legislators. The gesture signaled that tort reform
was an issue that mattered to the members of interest groups on a very personal level.
The personal touch was effective in swaying the votes of Mississippi legislators and
helped make the passage of the Tort Reform Act of 2004 possible.
The healthcare lobby touched Mississippians on a personal level with other tactics
as well. The first method was a fairly simple gesture that made a substantial public
,56

impact. The medical community was the “tip of the spear,’

according to Senator

Charlie Ross because healthcare hit closest to home for most Mississippians. To convey
the message that healthcare services would continue to deteriorate without tort reform.
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several doctors would show up in their “white coats'’ for almost every press conference
involving the issue. This made the tort reform issue relatable for the average
Mississippian because, according to Ross,“people understood the problem when they
heard about people having to drive two hours to find a doctor to deliver a baby,

The

“white coat” gesture played to people’s greatest fears and insecurities, which proved to be
an effective way to win public support for tort reform.
Healthcare professionals sometimes did more than just remind Mississippians of
the possible ramifications of continued unregulated tort law. The members ofthe
medical community made those ramifications real for opponents of tort reform.
According to Baria, clinics and healthcare facilities sometimes sported signs that read.
.,58

“We do not treat trial lawyers.

In one particularly extreme incident, an emergency

room doctor refused to treat Baria’s son because he knew that his father was a trial
lawyer and vocal opponent of tort reform.
This behavior struck a chord with Baria personally. So when Jackson restaurateur
Jeff Good spoke out in favor of tort reform, Baria decided that trial lawyers could deny
business to tort reform advocates just as doctors had denied treatment to tort reform
opponents. Baria sent an email to all members of MTLA declaring that he would no
longer give business to Good’s restaurants because Good was “taking positions that [he]
„60

believe[d] would jeopardize the constitutional rights of Mississippians.

In this

declaration, Baria encouraged his fellow trial lawyers to do the same. Baria maintains
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today that this action was “not a boycott’* but rather a “response to the backlash

against

trial lawyers.
Advertising, telephone campaigns, symbolic gestures, and boycotts all conveyed a
message that tort reform was of great importance to groups on both sides of the issue.
Financial backing also showed that groups were willing to go to great monetary lengths
to meet their tort reform goals. The overarching and the unique motives that defined each
group's interest in tort reform showed that the issue touched a great number of people in
ways that were both universal and personal. The participation of interest groups in tort
reform illustrated that the issue was a driving force for many Mississippians’ advocacy
and would eventually drive the legislature’s actions.

M
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THE MEDIA
The media was an important non-govemmental body that influenced tort reform
because the public's interest in tort reform led to increased media coverage while the
media's treatment ofthe issue colored public opinion. In the first decade of the 21^*
century, public interest helped guide media coverage. Since media conglomerates ruled
62

the day, topics for reporting were often chosen by popular demand,

Topic interest.

however, did not attract viewers and readers alone. Journalists ofthis time sometimes
sacrificed objectivity to sensationalize reports and appeal to certain ideological
63

demographics.

Mississippi tort reform captured public interest in the 2000s but was

often portrayed in a sensationalized light on all levels of news circulation. With news
stories focusing primarily on exceptional trial court awards and personal anecdotes, both
print and broadcast journalists usually portrayed Mississippi as a state with an overly
litigious population and a court system whose victims were the every man of society.
An examination of newspaper articles and television news segments from the
years leading up to and following the passage of Mississippi tort reform legislation can
indicate the level of public interest in the topic at the time. The language and emphasis of
these reports help reveal the amount of support for or opposition to the issue. Local and
statewide newspapers are especially connected to the views of average Mississippians
which Mississippi legislators aim to represent. National newspapers and television
programs, on the other hand, influence Mississippi's image outside of the state. 1 he need
(iinsbcrg. l.owi and Weir
at Note 8. at 242-260.
(iinsbcrg. Loui and
supra at Note 8. at 240.
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for an improved national image served as one point in the argument supporting tort
reform. By examining media coverage oftort reform, the impression that public interest
increased the issue’s coverage while the coverage of the issue itself influenced public
opinion becomes clear.

National news media influences Mississippi’s perception nationally. In the case
of civil procedure, the national perception of Mississippi in the early 2000s was that of a
lawsuit-hungry, plaintiff-friendly population with which big companies had no chance of
winning. Print and broadcast journalism perpetuated this perception. In 2000, The NeM’
York Times published an article written by William Glaberson reporting on the United
States Chamber of Commerce’s plans to donate money for advertising in State Supreme
Court elections. Part of this plan included targeting the state of Mississippi, a state where
lax joinder and venue rules had allowed for astronomical payouts and excessive
participation by out-of-state lawyers and plaintiffs. In the article, Jim Wootton, thenpresident of the Institute for Legal Reform, claimed that this type of political targeting
was necessary because the “judicial systems in Mississippi and other states were trying to
I,,64

'waylay' business interests and were posing 'a serious threat to the national economy.

The following year. The New York Times wrote about Mississippi’s tort system
specifically with an article entitled, “Mississippi gaining as lawsuit Mecca.

Writer

Robert Pear pointed out that Mississippi had become known for consumer-friendly courts
„65

and thus had become “a magnet for liability lawsuits.

64

The article highlighted the
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insurance crisis taking place in Mississippi at the time. Pear painted a picture of fleeing
insurers and companies that were unwilling to give anything besides minimum coverage.
Pear went on to discuss Jefferson County, the Mississippi county known for doling out
huge jury verdicts for plaintiffs. He quoted Trent Lott claiming that his state had become
“a Mecca for frivolous lawsuits with unlimited damages” and that such cases are tried in
,..66
a reference to Jefferson. The article critiqued jurors in Jefferson
“a certain county,

County for “lacking the education” needed ofjuries in order to be unbiased.

Jefferson County gained national exposure again the following year in the form of
national television. The most prominent example of national television s coverage of
Mississippi’s tort law was a report aired by the CBS newsmagazine program 60 Minutes.
In this November 2002 segment entitled, “Jackpot Justice,” Morley Safer investigated the
sizeable jury verdicts in Jefferson County, Mississippi. The report told the story of
several jurists who had awarded $150 million to five Mississippi residents in a civil suit
involving the weight-loss drug Fen-phen. In the report, Safer interviewed a number of
residents of Fayette, the county seat, including Beau Strittman, a local florist. Wyatt
Emmerich, a publisher of a Jackson newspaper, was also featured. Emmerich had no
prior affiliation with Jefferson County. In his interview with Safer, Emmerich
hypothesized that African American jurists awarded big settlements because they are
“disenfranchised people” who “have been left out of the system... [and] feel like, hey,
stick it to the Yankee company.” Emmerich went on to say that “rednecks’saw these
,.67

pay-outs as “payback from the Civil War.

Safer spoke with Strittman about his own
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tort victory, which Strittman summed up by saying,“A 50-cent diet pill made a lot of
,.68

people multimillionaires.

Strittman also claimed that the mentality that Emmerich

suggested was only one basis on which jurors decided awards. Strittman claimed that
r,69

jurors received portions of courtroom payouts “under the table.

The nationally televised report presented an image ofthe Mississippi civil justice
system as one run by ignorant, prejudiced and greedy people. The image of
Mississippians and especially residents of Jefferson County as overly litigious was only
increased when several jurors mentioned in the 60 Minutes segment sued CBS, Safer,
Emmerich, and Strittman for defamation, asking for hundreds of millions of dollars in
damages. The lawsuit was filed on December 26,just one month after the report aired
nationally. In the Mississippi District Court, the judges found that the Fayette plaintiffs
had failed to meet the burden of proof that the statements made by Emmerich and
Strittman were specific to them as individuals or even as a jury. Therefore, the district
court found Emmerich and Strittman non-negligent in this case. Both the airing of the 60
Minutes “Jackpot Justice" report and its aftermath revealed problems within the state’s
civil justice system and the overly litigious mindset of certain Mississippians that resulted
from these problems.
A year after Mississippi’s negative exposure on 60 Minutes, the state gained some
positive national exposure for its changing landscape. The credit for this change.
however, was given to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce for its work injudicial elections
OPERATIONS, INC., dJ)/a WJTV; WYATT EMMERICH; BEAU STRITTMAN; DON HEWITT;
MORLEY SAFER; DEIDRE NAPHIN;JENNIFER BREHENY; and John Does 1-50, DEFENDANTS.
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI.
WESTERN DIVISION. 27 June 2003. p 7.
Ibid at 7.
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rather than to tort reform legislation. Forbes Magazine published an article in 2003
chronicling the transformation of plaintiff-friendly Mississippi courts to business
accessible ones. The article focused on the success of the U.S. Chamber to oust Justice
71

Chuck McRae who had been known for his sympathy to plaintiffs.

The article did not

mention the recently passed tort reform legislation, suggesting that this law did not seem
comprehensive enough to bring about significant change. In contrast, the subsequent
Tort Reform Act of2004 received national praise as a tort reform victory.
In 2008, The Wall Street Journal commended this second roimd of reform for its
merits. In the article entitled,‘‘Mississippi’s Tort Reform Triumph,” Stephen Moore
,72

praised Mississippi Governor Haley Barbour for transforming the “judicial hell hole’
into a “job magnet” with tort reform legislation. Moore claimed that tort reform is
responsible for new investments within the state from internationally strong companies,
such as Federal Express and Toyota. Moore also referenced the state’s 60,000 new jobs
as a sign that tort reform works. In addition to an increased workforce, the wnter looked
at the decrease in malpractice insurance costs. Finally, Moore claimed that the decreased
enrollment in law schools and the increased enrollment in business schools indicated that
the tort refonu had increased career opportunity for business and marketing and had
decreased opportunity for lawyers. Moore claimed that “tort reform is making the poor
73

richer, and the rich lawyers less fabulously rich,

This article followed the pro-reform

trend throughout national news coverage of Mississippi’s tort system. This article,
however, is an example of national support for tort reform that may have exaggerated the

7^
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benefits of the legislation. The article nevertheless reflects the pro-business attitude that
made tort reform possible in Mississippi,
Statewide publications provide a strong gauge of Mississippians’ interests and
desires. The Clarion-Ledger is the most well-known Mississippi-based newspaper in the
,74

State and advertises itself as “Mississippi's News Source",

The Clarion Ledger, the

strongest example of statewide circulated news media, showed some objectivity in its
treatment of tort reform issues, but it often favored reform and business interests over
victims' rights and the legal lobby. The continued coverage ofthe topic and the
prominence of its most extensive coverage arguably showed that the general public in
Mississippi at that time was particularly interested in the legal climate ofthe state. The
publication's sometimes subtle but undeniable support for tort reform influenced the
opinions of many Mississippians by playing to their sympathies and fears. The articles,
however, also reflected the already present fears of other citizens of the state who had
experienced the adverse effects of Mississippi's tort laws as they stood in the late 1990s
and early 2000s. The Clarion Ledger spoke to Mississippians about tort reform and
spoke for Mississippians on tort reform.
In its Sunday edition published on June 17, 2001, The Clarion-Ledger presented
the headline “Hitting the Jackpot in Mississippi Courtrooms” on its front page. This was
the introduction to an article series dedicated to the tort reform debate sparked by notably
large settlements and suits coming from the state. The series was written primarily by
Jerry Mitchell with contributions by Beverly Pettigrew Kraft. This first installment alone
contained four separate articles on the topic of torts, almost all of which focused on the
negative aspects of the civil law system in Mississippi.
Mitchell and Kraft supra at Note 1.
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The first article in the Sunday series, “Out-of-state cases, in-state headaches,”
focused on the joinder rule in Mississippi that, at the time, allowed plaintiffs to be joined
together by the hundreds in a venue where as few as one plaintiff may have actually lived
or received injury. The story served mainly to critique the system that had allowed for
this t>q3e of courtroom activity. The author immediately tapped into the aspect of the
system that caught most readers’ attention: sizeable courtroom payouts. In the article’s
opening sentence, Mitchell compared the jury awards in Mississippi to “the stuff of John
Grisham fiction.

●●75

Two short paragraphs later, Mitchell again referenced these verdicts

and called them “Lotto-like.

,●76

The article pointed out that the astronomical dollar

amounts of these settlements often resulted from large sums in punitive damages,
plaintiff awards designed to punish negligent parties.^^ Although Mitchell acknowledged
that, according to Forbes Magazine, Mississippi’s punitive damage awards were upheld
in significantly smaller numbers, he was quick to point out that the severity of the
verdicts had increased since that time. Mitchell quoted Jeffrey Jackson, professor at
Mississippi College School of Law, who explained that jury members were rarely
78

equipped to decide on appropriate dollar amounts for punitive damages.
The author claimed that these large awards, including punitive damages, had
brought lawyers and plaintiffs from other states to file suit in Mississippi. Mitchell used
anecdotes to indicate that this system benefited money-hungry trial lawyers and hindered
local businesses. He pointed out that a local pharmacist in Jefferson County suffered six
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lawsuits in one year,

Mitchell also revealed that an Alabama lawyer mailed

publications to Mississippi attorneys boasting his many multimillion dollar verdicts in
80

order to solicit work with these lawyers on mass joinder cases.

Mitchell then turned to

the Mississippi Supreme Court to critique the greed within this system. He quoted
former Chief Justice Armis Hawkins who said that trial lawyers were “not Robin Hood*"
^»81

but instead “remind[ed][him] of pirates.

Mitchell only briefly presented statements

from trial lawyers supporting the system of the time at the end ofthe article.
The discussion of Jefferson County permeated the series. The area was so
important to the discussion of Mississippi’s civil law system run amok that Mitchell
dedicated an entire article to the county. The writer opened the discussion ofthe area by
calling it “the center for the redistribution of wealth,

82

a reference to a nickname given

to the county’s courthouse by lawyers. This set the tone ofthe article, which aimed to
expose the mutated justice that had developed in the state at that time. Mitchell
introduced the most flagrant abuses of tort law that took place at the county courthouse,
pointing out that jury verdicts there had reached hundreds of millions of dollars and that
83

the number of plaintiffs was greater than the number of citizens in the county,

The

article also suggested that the demographics of the county contributed to the willingness
ofjurors to award such large sums of money. The high unemployment rate, the third
largest in Mississippi at the time, made Jefferson County residents generally better
acquainted with suffering, according to lawyer Carroll Rhodes. This understanding
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brought about greater sympathy for the plight of plaintiffs.^"^ The discussion of large pay
outs critiqued the joinder rule and punitive damages awards.
Although lawyers and judges defended the civil procedures in Jefferson County
within the article, Mitchell only mentioned this briefly and presented evidence contrary to
these statements, subtly insinuating his support for tort reform. In this portion ofthe
article. Circuit Judge Lamar Pickard claimed to be “not nearly as concerned about the
?,85

truth in Jefferson County as... the rumors,

This statement showed that the perception

of an occurrence is just as important, if not more important, than the occurrence itself. It
also suggested that national image was important at least to certain Mississippi leaders at
that time. The perception of an unfair tort system was just as damaging to the state as the
legal wrongdoings that took place in Jefferson County at this time.
Jefferson County appeared a third time in this series with an article about what
became known as innocent sellers entitled, “Pharmacies often in the middle.” This article,
written by Kraft, chronicled the plight of Jefferson County pharmacist Traci Swilley and
pharmacy owner Hilda Bankston who, according to the article, had been fiscally
victimized for doing their jobs correctly. The article presented Mrs. Bankston as a widow
who suffered the legal woes of her husband, Mitch Bankston, after his death. Bankston
revealed that she was dealing with litigation involving “prescriptions he filled correctly,
pointing out that it is the Food and Drug Administration’s responsibility to determine the
safety of pharmaceuticals, and it is pharmacists’ responsibility to provide what has been
prescribed. Mrs. Bankston was not the only victim in this story. Mitch Bankston s
replacement pharmacist, Traci Swilley, also testified about the evils of tort litigation. The
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article noted that Swilley was dropped by her insurance provider, and her new carrier
86

increased her premium by $1,000.

Kraft pointed out that these types oflawsuits not

only hurt pharmacists but also the doctors who prescribe medication. Dr. David Ellis
would no longer prescribe weight-loss medication being part of a large diet pill lawsuit.
calling himself “’lawyer shy’ of it.

●*87

Through these stories, Kraft appealed to the

sympathies of the public and developed the fear that certain medications may not be
available if lawsuits drove up prices or made them undesirable for doctors to prescribe.
Following the series trend, Kraft mentioned arguments advocating pharmaceutical
lawsuits but did so briefly and at the very end ofthe article.
The final article in the series, “’Good drug’ blamed for troubles” provided
sympathy for plaintiffs who are actual victims of negligence. The article highlighted three
women who had suffered physical and emotional loss due to complications from use of
the drug Rezulin, a pharmaceutical that came in pill form and allowed insulin users to
avoid injections. This article, also written by Kraft, showed that these women’s lives had
been pennanently altered by Rezulin, either through personal serious illness or through
the loss of a loved one. Referring to the words of Representative Blackmon,the article
vilified the producers of Rezulin, Parke-Davis, by claiming that the company was aware
88

of the risks of their product but kept it on the market simply to make more money,

This

final piece in the series showed that Mississippians may have been more sympathetic to
business interests in 2001, but the public could still see that both sides of tort disputes
have victims.
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The Clarion Ledger did not end its treatment ofthe tort reform issue with the
“Jackpot“ series. In 2003, the statewide newspaper published articles covering the strong
feelings that different groups had about the issue. In an article entitled, “Lawyers debate
tort reform impact/' the newspaper showed the divide between plaintiff and defense
attorneys on tort reform following the first special session in 2002. While defense
attorney David Clark called for more tort reform, plaintiffs lawyer John Christopher felt
,89

that tort reform had gone far enough, saying,“I don't know what else they can get."

In

a separate article,“MEC members cheer on tort reform," The Clarion Ledger found
homogenous support for further reform from the Mississippi Economic Council, an
organization concerned with business interests. The article spoke positively about the
effects of tort reform following tort reform legislation of 2002 and supported further
reform in 2004.
In both 2003 and 2004, the newspaper ran stories regarding the issue from a
legislative standpoint. The 2003 opinion piece entitled, “Tort issue may drive legislative
campaigns," publicized the ranking of legislators by the Business and Industry Political
Education Committee based on votes regarding medical malpractice and civil justice
90

refonn issues.

In a 2004 editorial article, the newspaper pointed out that some issues

within tort reform caused more controversy within the legislature than others. There was
a fight for strict “pain and suffering" caps, for which the article sided clearly with the
caps. The piece called “pain and suffering" caps “the key... [to] bring[ing] stability and
,,9I

keep[ing][insurance] rates from rising as quickly.
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Additionally, the newspaper acknowledged the adverse effects of tort reform on
certain groups. The publication pointed out that lawyers suffered a specific burden
following the passage of tort reform legislation. In two articles, “Attorneys beat deadline
as tort reform law goes into effect"' and “New laws limiting damages go into effect in
January,'" The Clarion Ledger noted the scramble for filing suits that came right before
the new provisions went into effect. Although these articles hinted that such filing was a
final effort to get around reform, they also acknowledged how difficult this was for
92

law>^ers and their staffs,

Another victim oftort reform that The Clarion Ledger

mentioned was Jefferson County. Jefferson County’s injury, however, came in the form
of negative publicity. Following the publication’s tort reform series and the 60 Minutes
segment on the county, the newspaper ran a story on the adverse effects that this publicity
had on the citizens of the county. While these damaging effects were mostly emotional
and psychological, the publication nevertheless told the story in a sympathetic light for
Jefferson County citizens.

Articles published on the local level reinforced the statewide sentiments expressed
in The Clarion Ledger. Articles from newspapers in Northeast Mississippi, The Desoto
Times Today of Hernando and Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal based in Tupelo, each
published articles critiquing the U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s use of money and
93

advertising in state judicial elections.

These critiques still acknowledged that tort

reform was needed in the state, however. The Meridian Star published an article in 2006
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praising tort reform and calling the state's tort policy prior to reform that of a "judicial
-.94

hell hole.

The local level of news reporting reflected the interests of the everyday

Mississippian. These interests seemed to be consistent with those played into by
statewide circulated media. All levels of media mostly supported tort reform and noticed
the imperfections of the Mississippi system just as much as the average Mississippian
who had already experienced the adverse effects of the tort system prior to the popularity
of the issue.
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THE COURTS
Once tort reform bills are signed into law, the true test of their effectiveness lies in
their proper application. The legislature does not determine how the law may be applied
and must rely on the courts to make that determination. According to Chief Justice
William L. Waller Jr., Mississippi's highest court, the Mississippi Supreme Court, has yet
to decide on any cases regarding the Tort Reform Act of2004, the state's most
95

comprehensive tort reform legislation,

Examining the Court’s decisions on earlier tort

reform legislation and decisions made by courts of last resort in other states can shed
light on the judiciary's impact on tort reform legislation. In addition, an examination of
the Mississippi Supreme Court's Justices themselves provides insight into the outside
factors that influence the Court itself.
An examination of court opinions regarding the Mississippi Tort Claims Act
("‘MTCA")is a useful tool for analyzing judicial treatment of tort reform laws. There
have been several opinions which raise questions about MTCA because it has existed in
various forms since 1972. In addition, appellants often contest its provisions because
96

“tort claims are very personal and are easier to understand than other points of law.
According to Chief Justice Waller, the Mississippi Supreme Court(“MSSC")alone has
97

the proper jurisdiction to decide on judicial questions that could change legislation.
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Therefore, the cases used in this analysis consist only of MSSC cases. I have also limited
the cases to those that have been handed down since the legislative reforms ofthe past
decade have been in place.
At first glance, it appears that the MSSC has upheld most of the challenged
provisions of MTCA since 2003. In many cases, the justices have decided in favor of
defendants, w hich must be government entities in order to fall under the rule ofthe
provisions. In a series of wrongful death and personal injury cases from 2004-2006, the
MSSC upheld MTCA provisions in such a way that benefited defendants. The court's
decision in Collins v. Tallahatchie County (Miss. 2004) is one example. This decision
created a less strenuous test for examining the immunity of discretionary governmental
functions. Prior to this decision, the immunity of discretionary governmental functions
98

depended on the exercise of‘'ordinary care” by government entities,

MSSC

reexamined the provision regarding discretionary governmental functions in this case
involving an alleged failure by the Tallahatchie County Sheriffs Department to issue a
warrant for arrest. Upon review, the court found that “Miss. Code Ann. § 1 l-46-9(l)(d)
exempts governmental entities from liability of a discretionary function or duty ‘whether
or not the discretion be abused.,„99 This phrase eliminated the ordinary care provision,
thus upholding the provision which widened protection of government entities from
lawsuits.
The court’s decision in Barrentine v. Mississippi Department of Transportation
(Miss. 2005) showed that the Collins decision is the ruling precedent on discretionary
governmental functions. In Barrentine, Mary Barrentine alleged that The Mississippi
98 lassie Collins v. l allahatchie County. A Political Subdivision of Mississippi. Mississippi Supreme Court. 01 .Iul\
2004. Print. 6.
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Department of Transportation’s("MDOT”)had committed a “failure to warn of a
7;100

dangerous condition by not erecting various warning signs

near a bridge, resulting in

the death oftwo of Barrentine’s relatives. MTCA contains a provision, however, stating
that “a governmental entity and its employees acting within the course and scope oftheir
employment or duties shall not be liable for any claim... based upon the exercise or
performance or the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function or duty on the
part of a governmental entity or employee thereof, whether or not the discretion be
.101

abused.'

MSSC upheld this protection because the Court had previously held that the

placing of warning signs on roads is a discretionary governmental function. The state’s
highest court affirmed the Calhoun County Circuit Court’s grant of summary judgment in
favor of MOOT.
MSSC has ruled in favor of defendants by both taking expansive views of some
MI CA provisions and taking narrow views of others. In one such opinion. Brown v.
Thompson and the Bolivar County Sheriff's Department(Miss. 2006), MSSC clarified
MTCA’s definition of a “political subdivision.” Brown had filed suit against Thompson,
an employee of the Bolivar County Sheriffs Department, seeking damages following an
automobile accident involving Brown and Thompson. Brown filed this claim pursuant to
MTCA,claiming that the Bolivar County Sheriffs Department is a political subdivision.
Since MTCA’s definition of a political subdivision does not contain an exhaustive list of
entities that are considered political subdivisions. Brown claimed that the Bolivar County
Sheriff’s Department is a political subdivision within the meaning of the provision.
100
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MSSC rejected this argument, however, noting that the Bolivar County Sheriff’s
102

Department does not exist and operate independent of Bolivar County itself.

By

taking this narrow view of the term '‘political subdivision,” MSSC deemed Bolivar
County Sheriffs Department an improper defendant under MTCA and relieved them of
the suit.
MSSC has also shown deference to MTCA provisions in cases involving state
inmates. In Powell v. Clay County Board ofSupennsors (Miss. 2006), George Powell
filed a wrongful death suit on behalf of his son who had been an inmate of the state. The
MSSC examined Miss. Code Ann. § 11-46-9(1)(m). This provision states that “[a]
governmental entity or its employees acting within the course and scope oftheir
employment, shall not be liable for any claims:
(m)Of any claimant who at the time the claim arises is an inmate of any
detention center,jail, workhouse, penal farm, penitentiary or other such
institution, regardless of whether such claimant is or is not an inmate of any
detention center,jail, workhouse, penal farm, penitentiary, or other such
institution when the claim is filed ....

103

Since the MSSC found the defendants to have been operating within the course and scope
of their employment,the statute barred Powell from filing suit. This decision further
illustrates MSSC's willingness to uphold the provisions of MTCA.
The MSSC does not always uphold MTCA provisions. In the year 2000, the
Mississippi Legislature added a minor savings clause to Miss. Code Ann. §11-46-11(4)
102
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which provides that **if any person entitled to bring any action under this chapter shall, at
the time at which the cause of action accrued, be under the disability ofinfancy or
unsoundness of mind, he may bring action within the time allowed in this section after his
r,104

disability shall be removed as provided by law.

The legislature altered the provision

again in 2002 making it apply retroactively to causes of accretion accrued on or after
105

Aprils, 1993.

MSSC struck down the provision for retroactive application ofthe

clause in University ofMississippi Medical Center v. Robinson (Miss. 2004). In this
decision, MSSC cited Article 4,§ 97 ofthe Mississippi Constitution which provides:
“The legislature shall have no power to revive any remedy which may have become
«106

barred by lapse of time, or by any statute of limitations ofthis state.

In his opinion,

Justice Michael K. Randolph advocated this provision of Article 4 because ” otherwise
the debtors or owners would never be free from liability to useless litigation, and courts
ofjustice would be thronged with suitors, seeking, either ignorantly or fraudulently, to
„107

possess themselves ofthat which injustice they should not claim to recover.

The

majority deemed the 2002 reform a clear violation ofthis provision and ruled the
retroactive application of the clause unconstitutional as a result. Although this ruling
provides an example of MSSC altering tort reform, the alteration nevertheless benefited
the defendants of the case, once again displaying that MSSC decides in favor of
defendants in many civil cases.
The precedent set by University ofMississippi Medical Center v. Robinson was
upheld in the 2005 decision Blailock v. Hubbs (2005). In this medical negligence case
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involving an emergency C-section that resulted in cerebral palsy in the child, the plaintiff
faced barring by MTCA’s one year statute of limitations. Blailock claimed application of
the minor savings clause even though the clause was not in effect when the cause of
action accrued in 1997. In Justice Jess H. Dickinson’s opinion, he quickly pointed to
Robinson to strike dowTi the argument for retroactive application. In doing so, Dickinson
also pointed out that '"Robinson affirmed the constitutionality ofthe 2000 amendment that
included the first minor savings clause, since the Legislature may lengthen statutes of
«108

limitation as they apply to existing and future causes of action,

Although the court

upheld Robinson and decided in favor ofthe defendant, it maintained a reform set in
place by the legislature that traditionally protects plaintiffs.
Of course MSSC does not always rule in favor of defendants in MICA cases. In
Stuart V. University ofMississippi Medical Center (2009)^ MSSC reversed a grant of
summary judgment in favor of UMMC because “UMMC had waived its defense by
failing to specifically plead and pursue the defense for two-and-a-half years and by
109

failing to request a stay for the remainder of the ninety-day period,

This is a

violation of Miss. Code Ann. §11-46-11(1) which contains notice requirements that the
court deemed substantive rather than jurisdictional in this case. Although Stuart had not
complied with the notice requirements of MICA for filing suit, UMMC,through its own
failure to comply with the requirements of the provisions, had waived its right to object to

108 .
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the plaintiffs noncompliance. Stuart represents MSSC’s willingness to decide in favor
of plaintiffs at least when defendants have erred.
In recent years, MSSC has shown more willingness to protect plaintiffs in cases
under MTCA not by striking do\Mi provisions ofthe law, but allowing for more
leniencies in the applications of its provisions. Two medical negligence cases exemplify
this trend since 2008. In the more recent decision, Briere v. South Central Regional
Medical Center (Miss. 2009), MSSC considered if a first notice letter that does not
specifically mention all of the claims ultimately raised in a complaint is statutorily
sufficient. In Briere, a supplemental notice of claim had been sent due to the discovery
of new evidence. In his opinion. Justice Dickinson analyzed Mississippi Code Section 1146-11 which states that:
(1)[A]ny person having a claim for injury arising under the provisions ofthis
chapter against a governmental entity or its employee shall proceed as he
might in any action at law or in equity; provided, however, that ninety (90)
days prior to maintaining an action thereon, such person shall file a notice of
claim with the chief executive officer ofthe governmental entity.
(2) Every notice of claim required by subsection(1)ofthis section shall be in
writing, and shall be delivered in person or by registered or certified United
States mail. Every notice of claim shall contain a short and plain statement of
the facts upon which the claim is based, including the circumstances which
brought about the injury, the extent of the injury, the time and place the injury
occurred, the names of all persons known to be involved, the amount of money
damages sought and the residence of the person making the claim at the time
of the injury and at the time of filing the notice.*'®
MSSC decided that Briere’s first notice met these statutory requirements and that
summary judgment should not have been granted. The MSSC protected the plaintiff by
applying a loose interpretation of MTCA’s notice requirements.

HO
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In a 2008 decision, Lee v. Memorial Hospital at Gulfport(2008), MSSC
determined if Lee had failed to comply with Miss. Code Ann. § 11-46-11(2) which
requires notice of claim to contain the following:
[A] short and plain statement of the facts upon which a claim is based,
including the circumstances which brought about the injury, the extent of the
injury, the time and place the injury occurred, the names of persons known to
be involved, the amount of money damages sought and the residence of the
person making the claim at the time ofthe injury and at the time of filing the
notice.Ill
Although Lee ^‘failed to provide information for all seven categories required by Section
. 112

11-11-46(2),*

according to the trial judge, MSSC deemed this an application of strict

compliance where the court only requires substantial compliance. In her opinion. Justice
Ann Lamar advocated substantial compliance ofthese requirements by claiming that “the
purpose of the Act is to insure that governmental boards, commissioners, and agencies
are informed of claims against them. Such notice encourages entities to take corrective
action as soon as possible when necessary; encourages pre-litigation settlement of claims;
113

and encourages more responsibility by these agencies,

In the view of the court, these

goals could be met without strict compliance. Though deciding in favor of Lee, Lamar
made certain to point out that this holding should not be interpreted as holding that
required elements do not need to be explicitly stated in the notice of claim. This provides
a limit on the leniency of this provision.
Not all members of the court felt that substantial compliance was appropriate for
this provision of MTCA. In Lee, Justice Dickinson pens a dissent and is joined by Justice
George C. Carlson that raises the point that the court majority may have overstepped its
III
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boundaries with this majority opinion. Dickinson poses the thought provoking question.
‘‘Even though a majority on this Court may think it is unfair and unreasonable to enforce
such a seemingly trivial requirement, did the Legislature nevertheless have the right to
.-114

require it?'

and answers in the affirmative. Justice Dickinson disagrees with the

majority's decision to require only substantial compliance because he feels that “statutory
,-115

requirements which are not open to interpretation as to quantity or quality,

He also

points out that there is a difference between providing substantial information and
providing substantial compliance, which he defines as “notice that is less than fiilly
compliant with the statute.” Dickinson recognizes that the law is flawed by pointing out
that “the law, applied as it is written, would deny an innocent plaintiff her day in court
because of the shortcomings and failures of her counsel, who failed to comply with a pre.-116

suit statutory requirement.

Dickinson and Carlson disagree with the majority based mostly on the idea that
“judges are without constitutional authority to waive or diminish constitutionally
,.117

Statutory requirements.

and allowing substantial compliance would diminish the

provision. The dissenters’ sentiments echo the findings in most of MSSC’s decisions
regarding tort reform. The court takes a largely restraintist position because, as Ronald
118

Rychlak points out, “tort reform is a legislative task, not a judicial one.

There is no

denying, however, that MSSC has influenced the way MTCA is applied and will continue
to influence the application of tort reform laws.
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The decision trend in other state supreme courts is another indicator of the
Mississippi courts' treatment of tort reform laws. In his article ‘The Transmission of
Legal Precedent: A Study of State Supreme Courts,” Gregory Caldeira points out that
state supreme courts often borrow precedent from one another out of necessity. “When
[judges] are obliged to present rationales for choices among alternative public policies,
state supreme courts can and often do cite a plethora of legal, moral, and political
authorities... [Tjhese courts of last resort sometimes survey jurisdictions around the
-119

nation for relevant precedents.

Caldeira claims that this trend “stems from not only

the very real need for information in the face of high levels of uncertainty, but also the
pervasiveness of precedent, regardless of source, as a norm ofjudicial choice making in
the United States.^rl20 This is not a phenomenon ofthe judicial branch solely. Caldeira
asserts that legislatures also follow trends from a number of national and regional
“leaders.” Whether or not state courts “borrow” precedents directly,justices on these
courts often reach similar decisions. Caldeira points out that “the evolution ofthe law of
torts illustrates the phenomenon that 52 appellate courts which make decisions quite
independently of one another arrive at a relatively unified set of doctrines

121

by citing

the work of Martin M. Shapiro. He theorizes that interstate judicial references show the
122

complex web of deference and derogation between and among the various courts.
Caldeira points out that the practice of sharing judicial precedents is not
necessarily a negative aspect of our judicial system. Rather, he sees it as a testament to
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,.123

the “health and vigor of our federal system.

Although state supreme courts can follow

trends that seem to derive somewhat from the national government, these state-level
political bodies tend to “dance to their own drummer” more often than most other
institutions.
Not only does Caldeira's research show that state courts look to each other for
precedent, but that state courts have a tendency to defer to the precedent of other courts
which are considered judicial “leaders.” Those labeled “leaders” are those courts that are
among the more diverse, prestigious and professional courts. This is what Caldeira calls
a “vertical bias of communication.

●rI24

State supreme courts that rose as leaders in

prestige were New York, California, and Massachusetts. These courts generally showed
higher levels ofjudicial activism as well. Vertical bias, however, is not the only factor
that dictates the source of precedent. Caldeira acknowledges that regionalism influences
the flow of precedent. Legal reporting regions, cultural affinities, and distance all
increase the likelihood of sharing precedent, although to a lesser degree than status as a
125

“leader” injudicial trends.

The Texas Supreme Court’s decisions are solid gauges for Mississippi’s future
positions because Texas is close in geographical proximity and has similar cultural
affinities to Mississippi. In addition, the state of Texas has been more progressive in
adopting tort reform legislation than the state of Mississippi. According to Rychlak,
Texas adopted sweeping tort reform legislation similar to that of Mississippi during the
1990s. Texas also has a similar history with tort cases, once being known as the

12'
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-126

national judicial hell hole for defendants,

Rychlak also cites Alabama’s state court

decisions as strong indicators ofjudicial trends for Mississippi because the state has a
127

judicial history similar to that of Texas and Mississippi.

Noteworthy “jackpot justice”
128

decisions have been handed down in Alabama as recently as 2007.
Analysis of cases from these states and other regional neighbors dealing with
aspects of tort reform on which Mississippi has yet to rule show how MSSC might
realistically decide such matters. Texas Supreme Court decisions in recent years have
been characterized as favoring big business because tort limitations have been upheld by
the Texas Supreme Court in most cases. A pair of decisions handed down in 2006 and
2007 by the state's court of last resort conforms to this description. Covering issues of
workers’ compensation and antitrust, the Texas Supreme Court showed sympathy for big
business.
In the first decision. The Coco Cola Co. v. Harmar Bottling Co. (Tex. 2006), the
Texas Supreme Court reversed a $15.6 million judgment that had deemed Coca Cola
guilty of breaking antitrust laws in the state. The Texas Supreme Court did not rule on
whether or not Coca Cola violated the laws set forth by the Texas Free Enterprise and
Antitrust Act by “using calendar marketing agreements(“CMAs”)with retailers to
unreasonably restrain trade, monopolize the market, and attempt and conspire to
129

monopolize the market,

Instead, the court focused on the fact that Harmar distributes

to a four-state region. This creates an issue of whether the Texas court can provide relief
for injury that is occurring in other states. The Texas court answered this question in the
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negative, holding that the law ‘‘will not support extraterritorial relief in the absence of a
,130

showing that such relief promotes competition in Texas or benefits Texas consumers.’

In addition, the court decided that Texas should not determine how another state’s laws
provide remedy to injury that is restricted to that state, calling it a “matter of interstate
„131

comity.

Although Mississippi’s most recent tort reform legislation has not dealt with

antitrust law's, this case nevertheless deals with how tort reform laws are applied when
torts have a multi-state aspect. This type of question may arise in Mississippi tort cases.
In the more recent case, Entergy GulfStates, Inc. v. Summers (Tex. 2007), the
Texas Supreme Court examined the Texas Workers’ Compensation Act and the
exclusive-remedy defense it provides. Under this law,“general contractors” are
protected against suit. The law defines a general contractor as “a person who undertakes
to procure the performance of work or a service, either separately or through the use
,,132

of subcontractors.

According to the court of appeals, Entergy did not qualify as a

general contractor because “Entergy did not establish it had undertaken to perform work
or services and then subcontracted part ofthat work to IMC,as a general contractor
„133

would have done.

The appellate court made this distinction based on a previous

ruling that, according to the Texas Supreme Court, erroneously examined a secondary
source rather than the law itself. Texas’s highest court held that the previous ruling was
flawed because “the Legislature has instmcted that where words are statutorily defined,
„134

courts should construe the terms according to that particular meaning.”

Looking at the

words of the statute, the court rejects the notion that a premise’s owner cannot be
no
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considered a general contractor because the statute contains no such prohibition. The
Texas Supreme Court uses the plain and ordinary meaning of the statute here and calls
Entergy's dual status as a premise’s owner

immaterial.

135

In Entergy v. Summers,the Texas Supreme Court not only upholds protections for
business owners but also sets precedent for a broad interpretation of who is protected
under these provisions. This could be an indication that MSSC might be inclined to
broadly interpret definitions of exemptions to protect as many defendants as possible.
Texas’s Supreme Court is especially conservative, however, and might have interpreted
this provision more broadly in its ruling than Mississippi’s highest court would be willing
to interpret in its decisions on similar issues.
The Supreme Court of Alabama is another state court of last resort that is
considered conservative because it purposefully defers to the legislature whenever
possible. The Supreme Court of Alabama handed down a decision in 2006, Cline v.
Ashland (Ala. 2006), that exemplifies this deference. This tort claim was filed by Cline, a
former employee of Ashland, Inc., who claimed that his job exposed him to benzene for
years until 1987 and that this exposure was a key contributing factor to his development
of leukemia with which he was diagnosed in 1999. Although Cline filed his complaint
within one year of his diagnosis, the Alabama Supreme Court decided in favor of
Ashland by finding that the one year statute of limitations had lapsed. The court found
that the statute of limitations had accrued because Alabama’s current law holds a
standard of “first exposure” for filing a complaint. According to this law, Cline’s claim
136

would have to have been filed on or before 1988.
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In the court's opinion, it is pointed out that “[t]he power ‘to declare what the law
shall be* is a legislative power, and [the] Court will not revisit an area ofthe law in which
r.l37

the legislature has already acted,

This statement indicates that the Alabama Court has

no intention of creating or changing policy because it would overstep the judiciary’s
power. The court suggests turning to the legislature for reform ofthis policy because
“[t]he imposition of this sort of policy change... falls squarely within the power and
-.138

competence of the legislative branch of our government,

The Cline case challenges a

provision that can produce unfair results, but the court cannot strike it down based solely
on these possible outcomes. It must violate the state constitution. This attitude of
restraint is similar to that of the Mississippi courts and usually results in decisions that
show deference to the legislature. The Alabama Supreme Court recognizes that creating
tort reform law is not a judicial power, so its justices restrain their decisions to only strike
down laws that clearly conflict with the constitution. The Cline decision shows that the
Alabama courts believe that it is not the judiciary’s job to decide on the merits of
legislation if that legislation is constitutional.
Not all state courts with geographic proximity and cultural similarities have
refrained from striking down tort reform provisions. The Arkansas Supreme Court
declared two provisions of the Civil Justice Reform Act unconstitutional in 2009. In
Johnson v. Rockwell Automation (Ark. 2009), Darrell Johnson claimed that he had been
injured by a defective safety switch on a “starter bucket.” He sought damages for pain
and suffering, medical expenses, past and future loss of income, working time, and
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earning capacity, disfigurement, permanent disabilities and emotional limitations.

Rockwell claimed that the device had been altered by Johnson’s employer and therefore
damages should be limited to its percentage share of actual liability and the employer
-140

should be named a ‘‘nonparty at fault.

The Arkansas Supreme Court rejected this

claim. In the opinion. Justice Paul Danielson points out that this provision “invades the
powers granted to the judiciary by the Arkansas Constitution” and “effectively
establishe[s] a procedure that conflicts with [the court’s] rules of pleadings, practice and
-141

procedure.
In addition to the nonparty-fault provision, the court also struck down limitations
on evidence by calling it a “violation of separation of powers.” This provision, according
to Danielson, “clearly limits the evidence that may be introduced relating to the value of
medical expense to the amount of medical expenses paid or the amount to be paid by the
● 142

plaintiff or on a plaintiffs behalf, thereby dictating what evidence is admissible.’

By

striking down these two provisions of Arkansas’s 2003 tort reform legislation, Arkansas
not only protected plaintiffs but also its own judicial power. The threat of the legislature
reducing the courts’ powers by overstepping its own power might have created more
incentive for this activist decision than the threat to fair decisions for plaintiffs.
A pending case before the Georgia Supreme Court may follow Arkansas’s lead in
striking down a tort reform provision. In September 2009, the Georgia Supreme Court
heard arguments for Nestlehutt v. Atlanta Oculoplastic Surgery, a medical malpractice
case. The Fulton County State Court ruling on Nestlehutt struck down Georgia's cap on
Darrell Johnson & A. Jan I homas. Jr.. Bankruptcy Trustee in the Matter of Darrell W. Johnson and Janet K.
Johnson. Debtors v. Rockwell Automation. Inc.: Consolidated Electrical Distributors. Inc.. D/B/A Keathlcy-Patterson
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non-economic damages. Fulton County Judge Diane E. Bessen found the cap
unconstitutional on three grounds. Bessen's opinion first claims that the cap “invades the
right to a jury triaF' guaranteed by the Georgia Constitution “by usurping one of the fact,,143

finding responsibilities of the jury,

Secondly, according to Bessen,the provision

defies the separation of powers doctrine because it “encroaches upon the judiciary’s
constitutional right and prerogative to determine whether a jury’s assessment of damages
,144

is either too excessive or too inadequate within the meaning of the law.’

Finally, the

provision runs counter to the Equal Protection Clause of the Georgia Constitution by
145

drastically affecting low-income individuals who are often the most seriously injured.
The Georgia Supreme Court’s ruling in Nestlehutt could be a landmark ruling for
state supreme courts because there have been challenges to non-economic damage caps in
several states, including pending cases in Missouri and Mississippi. The Georgia ruling
could determine how MSSC shapes its decision and how future cases challenging the
constitutionality of such caps structure their arguments. Rychlak points out that many
challenges to non-economic damage caps have presented these provisions as violations of
the 14^*^ Amendment to the U.S. Constitution’s Due Process Clause. This argument has
not been able to hold much weight, however, because courts rarely find non-economic
146

damages to be within the scope of due process,

If the Georgia Supreme Court affirms

the lower court order, state supreme courts may start hearing more provision challenges
based on separation of powers or other guarantees such as fair trial rather than due
process.
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While analyzing court opinions is the most direct way to examine how courts
have applied tort reform laws, this method by itself only shows what courts have done in
response to these laws. It is important, however, to also gather insight into why
judiciaries have influenced tort reform in these chosen ways. The discussion of national
and regional trends answers this question partially, but it ignores an essential factor
influencing the decisions of state courts: court composition. In Mississippi, voters entrust
the justices with the power of deciding whether laws have been properly created and
applied under the state constitution. Since constitutions, laws, and provisions are written
in such vague language, their words mean different things to different people. Thus, as
former Supreme Court Chief Justice Charles Evan Hughes said,“We are under a
147

Constitution, but the Constitution is what [judges] say it is.
The idea that judges cannot eliminate personal biases completely injudicial
decision-making is a key conviction of the attitudinal model ofjudicial decision-making.
This model adamantly asserts thatjudges consciously choose to act as policymakers
when deciding cases, which still applies to MSSC despite recent courts’ usually
restraintist rulings. In their book The Supreme Court and the Attitudinal Model Revisited,
Segal and Spaeth advocate the attitudinal model as the “tme” method ofjudicial decision
making. Segal and Spaeth corroborate this assertion by pointing to the words of Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas in a dissenting opinion who point out that “The
148

majority’s analysis... is motivated by their policy preferences,

This is a rare

admission because judges often seek to project an image of complete objectiveness in
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performing their judicial duties. However, complete objectiveness is nearly impossible to
achieve. Where the MSSC is concerned, Rychlak claims that the justices strive to decide
legal matters as fairly as possible, but he acknowledges that they cannot fully escape their
149

personal beliefs.

The identity of those who sit on the court is therefore instrumental in

how the law will be interpreted.
In 2008. the Mississippi College Law Review conducted a study known as the
Judicial Administration Project. In this study, the 49 members ofthe Law Review, a
student publication, determined in each of the 950 cases MSSC decided from 2004-2008
150

which justices comprised the majority, dissenting, and concurring opinions,

The law

students also separated the decisions by nature of case. The study shows that in the 591
civil cases that w'ere either fully affirmed or reversed, the court most frequently affirmed
lower court verdicts for defendants, with 195 cases decided in this manner. The second
most popular outcome of civil cases during this time was reversal for plaintiffs. The most
infrequent outcome in civil cases that were not reversed in part and affirmed in part was
151

reversal for defendants, with only 86 reversals.

The numbers in this study show that

MSSC decided in favor of defendants either through defendant affirmance or plaintiff
reversals in about 63% of cases that were fully affirmed or reversed.
During this four-year period, Justices Dickinson, Carlson, and Waller and Chief
Justice James Smith joined the majority in over 90% of these civil cases. Justice Oliver
Diaz presented the largest contrast to this group, deciding with the majority in less than
20% of civil decisions. Justice James E. Graves Jr. voted with the majority in less than
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half of all civil cases as well, but he voted with the majority over twice as many times as
Diaz did. Justices Mike Randolph and Charles Easley fell between these groups.
152

dissenting in less than 40% of civil decisions.

The study does not break down the votes

of the individual justices into affirmances and reversals for plaintiffs or for defendants.
but these data may suggest that Dickinson, Carlson, Waller, and Smith decided in favor
of defendants most often. Since the study shows that each ofthese justices voted with
153

each of the others at least 90% of the time in civil cases ,it is likely that these justices
formed coalitions in civil cases.
Since this study was performed. Smith, Easley, and Diaz have been replaced on
the court. In fact, the 2008 judicial elected only produced one winning incumbent out of
154

four. Justice Lamar who was not included in the MC Law> Review study.

Jim

Kitchens, a candidate endorsed by Representative Bennie Thompson, upset Smith in the
election. David Chandler, who received campaign funding from the business and
medical communities, defeated Easley. Diaz was also defeated by Bubba Pierce, a
candidate who received financial support from the business community. The replacement
of Easley and Diaz with more conservative justices may strengthen the pro-defendant
coalition seen from 2004-2008. Smith’s replacement by a more liberal justice may keep
this coalition in check, though. Overall, MSSC has conservative leanings, which is a
reflection of the concerted efforts of the business community to get conservative justices
on the bench. This helps explain the largely conservative decisions handed down by
MSSC in recent years and indicates how the court might decide future challenges to tort
refonn legislation.

“ 200X Judicial Adminstration Project supra at Note 150. at 8.
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CONCLUSION
Tort reform is an issue that drove the Mississippi State Legislature to action in
many ways. The issue's treatment by interest groups and the media, however, present
some of the most compelling evidence that tort reform law has been issue-driven
legislation since its inception. The heightened activity of both statewide and national
interest groups during the tort reform debate showed that people from a number of walks
of life felt passionately about the results of tort reform. The media’s extensive and often
opinionated coverage of the issue demonstrated that tort reform was both far-reaching
and polarizing. Tort reform continues to drive governmental bodies to debate the issue as
litigants begin to question the application and sometimes the constitutionality of the new
provisions in court. MSSC’s selection through judicial election and lack of control over
its docket make its treatment of tort reform provisions somewhat still subject to public
interest. Through each stage of legislation, tort reform provisions have been driven by
the issue itself and the public’s interest in it.
The exploration of interest group activity surrounding tort reform revealed that
the issue was exceedingly important to a number of people for a variety of reasons. The
motives behind the participation of the three most prominent groups involved in tort
reform, pro-business interests, healthcare professionals, and trial lawyers, were all
connected but distinct from one another. Their use of campaign financing through both
CAPS and less official donations were significant attempts to control outcomes of
elections and show support for their respective opinions on the issue. Non-financial
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tactics sometimes showed the personal care with which these groups crafted their
strategies and at other times demonstrated how the issue charged powerful emotions that
led to more spontaneous actions. Interest groups were driven by the tort reform issue and
worked hard to influence the legislature as a result.
The examination of media coverage of tort reform showed that public interest
encouraged coverage of the issue. At the same time, the manner in which the media
covered the issue encouraged public support for tort reform. National coverage in both
print and broadcast journalism created an image of Mississippi’s tort system prior to
reform as one of extreme abuse by overly litigious citizens pushed by greedy trial
lawyers. After tort reform legislation passed, the praise ofthe new provisions reflected a
pro-business attitude. Average Mississippians possessed this attitude at that time, making
tort reform popular enough for the legislature to act on it.
State and local coverage even more closely represented the interests of
Mississippians and influenced attitudes on the issue. The continued coverage on the topic
reflected the high level of interest in tort reform. The style of coverage by publications
such as The Clarion Ledger subtly endorsed tort reform and fostered support from its
readers by playing on their fears and insecurities. Stories often focused on the abuses of
the system and the harm to the business climate that resulted from these abuses. In
addition, special feature articles conveyed that tort abuses created a threat to
Mississippians’ quality of healthcare by contributing to the medical insurance crisis of the
time. These stories influenced Mississippi readers’ opinions but also reflected their
concerns. Media coverage had overwhelming support for tort reform, which signaled
both the interest in the issue and the type of concerns that sparked that interest. This
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support also helped guide average Mississippians to recognize the benefits oftort reform.
contributing to increasing support for new tort law.
Once tort reform was signed into law, the application of its provisions became a
matter for the judiciary to determine. Although the Mississippi courts have yet to decide
a case regarding provisions in these pieces of legislation, court decisions on other tort
provisions, decisions by other state courts, and composition ofthe court can all provide
insight into how the court might treat these provisions in future cases. The current line of
precedent for provisions of the Mississippi Tort Claims Act indicates that the Mississippi
Supreme Court usually defers to the legislature and upholds these provisions. More
recent cases, however, have shown a slight trend toward more lax application ofthe
statute’s detailed requirements.
Neighboring state courts, particularly Texas and Alabama, reflect similar
conservative attitudes towards tort provisions. Not all neighboring states are so
committed to upholding tort law, though. A recent decision in Arkansas may provide
precedent for striking certain tort reform measures. A pending case in Georgia has the
potential to create precedent for declaring damage caps unconstitutional. This could have
major ramifications in Mississippi because damage caps are the biggest source of
contention among those opposed to tort reform. MSSC may not look to this precedent for
guidance, however, because the current court’s composition consists offairly
conservative justices. Even the most newly elected justices were backed by pro-business
groups during their campaigns. The fact that these judicial decisions are made by elected
officials ties the issue to public support, even though these judges are called to be
objective arbiters of the law. The issue is still driving legislation through the courts
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because the public shows its concern about application ofthe provisions by questioning
them in trial and on appeal.
Since the issue drives the legislation, tort reform legislation will likely undergo
some changes as the needs of Mississippians change. It is yet to be seen what types of
changes tort reform legislation will undergo, however. Some arguments support future
retreat from the current tort reform provisions. One such argument is based primarily on
shifting ideology and public opinion. In 2009, a public relations and communications
firm. The Dilenschneider Group, Inc., released a special report entitled, “Tort Reform
Movement Dead in the Water." According to this report, the great electoral success of
the Democratic Party in November 2008 signaled an ideological shift on a national scale.
This shift began to affect tort law almost immediately following the election. The first
bill signed into law by President Obama,the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, eliminated
time limits on discrimination claims and expanded the definition of discrimination to
include unintentional discrimination.155 The report also pointed to the shift in public
opinion as a factor that may restrain tort reform. The Bemie Madoff scandal and the
failure of the housing market, according to Dilenschneider, made the American public
,,156

“vengeful" against “those who beggared us all

in the finance industry. The report

claimed that the courtroom would be the avenue of revenge. A public opinion shift
against business interests and in favor of trial lawyers, however, has yet to be seen.
A second argument focuses on the role of the insurance industry in tort reform.
The medical insurance crisis of the 1990s and early 2000s was a prime catalyst for the
boom of interest in the tort reform issue in Mississippi. Several legal journals, however.
155'
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157

have pointed out that the insurance industr}' is cyclical in nature.

Lower insurance

premiums and rates should follow from this trend, thus alleviating the pressure on the
healthcare industry and possibly lessening their vocal support for tort reform measures.
According to Da\id Baria, a current member ofthe Mississippi State Senate, these shifts
will not result in tort reform constraints from the legislative branch in Mississippi. Baria
alternatively points to the courts for any change in tort law. This vocal opponent of tort
reform, howex^er. does not feel hopeful for large shifts in favor of more lenient civil
158

procedure involving torts.

If tort reform expands instead, legal scholars in Mississippi feel that the state
court's adoption of a class-action rule. Rule 23, has the most potential to alter civil
litigation. Class-action is a civil procedure through which multiple parties may join their
claims in one lawsuit. According to Rule 23 ofthe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
class-action lawsuits may be brought only if “the class is so numerous that joinder of all
members is impracticable.

^●159

This would not be a legislative reform, however, because
160

the adoption of rules of civil procedure is a responsibility ofthe judicial branch.
Mississippi is the only state that still has not adopted any sort of rule. While the
overwhelming national support for this rule may make its adoption by the state seem
inevitable,

161

the provision is not without controversy. The post-industrial era and its
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162

global implications have heated the Rule 23 debate.

but this controversy is not a

twenty-first century invention.
In the early 1980s, Mississippi made significant changes to its judicial rulemaking process. In 198K the Mississippi Supreme Court claimed sole power to “make
?rl63

rules of pleadings, practices, and procedures for all trial and appellate courts

by

relying upon § 144 of the Mississippi Constitution. The constitution’s assertion that
“judicial power of the state shall be vested in a Supreme Court and such other courts as
-164

are provided for in this constitution

,?I65

gave MSSC the “inherent constitutional power

to make judicial rules, according to the Court. The legislature opposed this declaration of
power and sought revenge against MSSC by using tactics such as threatening
166

impeachment and reducing court funding,

The Mississippi Supreme Court, however.
167

refused to back dowm and retained its new power.
The judiciary used its newly asserted rule-making power to change the procedure
of Mississippi courts. Mississippi first abandoned the method of developing civil
procedure solely through court decisions when it adopted the Mississippi Rules of Civil
Procedure(“MRCP”)to take effect on January 1, 1982. The state formed MRCP by
following the lead of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Although Rule 23 was
originally included in MRCP in a limited form,the Mississippi Supreme Court repealed
168

this rule in its order of May 26, 1981.

Since the state did not provide a form of class-
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action suit, attorneys and courts have found other ways to achieve the goals of classaction in the state court. Mississippi courts have attempted to create justice for an entire
class of people by inflicting large punitive damage awards on bad-actor defendants in
individual suits. In addition, the state retained a pre-MRCP provision that allowed for
equity jurisdiction in the chancer)' courts. This gave the chancery courts the ability to
conduct equitable class-actions through the “bill of peace.” Finally and most
prominently, attorneys discovered that a great number of claimants could be joined
together in a single lawsuit through the state’s joinder rules, MRCP Rule 20 and MRCP
169

Rule 42.

Mississippi Supreme Court rulings made the joinder mles increasingly liberal at
the end of the twentieth century, resulting in an increase in aggregate claims. These
claims did not come from Mississippi litigants alone but also from litigants from other
states who wanted to be part of aggregate litigation without the procedural requirements
170

of class-actions.

The Mississippi Supreme Court still allowed for liberal use ofthe

state’s joinder rules in the early 2000s. In American Bankers’Insurance Company of
Florida v, Alexander (Miss. 2000), the court ruled that consolidation offive cases from
four different counties with 1,371 plaintiffs was “proper pursuant to Rule 20 of the
Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure.
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The court found this to be proper because

claims arose out of the same “series oftransactions” and contained “common issues of
● 172

fact and law.’

The opinion went on to explain that the court allowed for nearly

unlimited joinder at the pleading stage. In this 5-4 decision, the court acknowledged that
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it felt liberal rulings on joinder cases were necessary because Mississippians did not have
173

a vehicle for class-action litigation.

Not long after American Bankers \ MSSC limited the state’s class-action
altemati\es with its ruling in USF&G Insurance Company ofMississippi v. Walls (Miss.
2005). In this decision, the court found that Mississippi does not recognize “equitable
class actions’’ in chancer}^ courts. In the opinion, the court noted that such a provision
-174

creates an “inference of the existence of class actions.

In addition, the court found

that “there is no rule or statute which expressly or impliedly provides for class-actions,’
175

and therefore, “they are not permitted in any legal proceedings in [the] state courts.
The court's rulings in a pair of cases against Janssen Pharmaceuticals in 2004
further limited the class-action substitutes and ended the era of liberal application ofthe
joinder rules. The first ruling, Janssen Pharmaceutica v. Armond (Miss. 2004), dealt
with a suit by 56 plaintiffs who all had different injuries claimed to be the result of taking
Propulsid, a prescription medication for the treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease
(“GERD”). The claim named not only Janssen, the producer of Propulsid, but also it
parent company, Johnson & Johnson, South Central Regional Medical Center, and 42
176

different physicians who had prescribed the drug to the plaintiffs,

The suit was

brought in Jackson County, home county to only one plaintiff and none of the defendants.
The plaintiffs sought joint and several liability for each defendant and compensatory and
punitive damages for each plaintiff on a number of theories, including fraud, medical
malpractice/negligence, and agent misrepresentation.
173
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In Annond. the court examined the issue of proper application of Rule 20joinder
when a claim involves multiple diverse plaintiffs suing multiple diverse defendants.
combinations of diverse claims, complex causation, and the potential for sizeable damage
awards.

177

MSSC determined that this case did not meet Rule 20’s joinder requirements

because 42 different doctors prescribing the same medication to 56 different patients did
not constitute the same transaction or occurrence. In addition, the court found that such
joinder would put an unfair burden on defendants.
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Although the court limited joinder with its decision, Armond did not overturn
American Bankers' by distinguishing the current ruling from that ruling and other
previous rulings. The court admitted that it had given broad discretion to trial courts in
joinder cases prior to Armond. The court claimed, however,that it had not “heretofore
been faced with facts as compelling as those in the current case, which are in stark
„179

contrast to those in prior cases decided by this Court,

In this decision, MSSC used a

strict scrutiny standard to determine the use ofthe joinder rule. The use ofjoinder,
therefore, was considered invalid unless the plaintiffs proved compelling interest in using
the joinder rule and proved that use ofthe rule was the only way to achieve its interest or
goal. Armond retains a great deal of importance, but it was not a sweeping ruling for
strict scrutiny on joinder cases for the state.
The court did maintain its strict scrutiny for joinder cases dealing with
prescription medication later that year with Janssen Pharmaceutica v. Bailey (Miss.
2004). In this case also dealing with Propulsid, the Supreme Court reversed a decision
177
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that awarded $48 million to ten plaintiffs who had used the drug. The court referenced its
decision in Armond, claiming that this case failed to meet the requirements of Rule 20
180

because, like Armond, it did not result from a single transaction or occurrence,

The

decision went on the expand the limitations oiArmondhy creating a “last defendant
served” rule, which provides that each defendant, including the last, upon which the
plaintiff files service of process has thirty days to obtain consent of the other defendants
181

and to file a notice of removal to federal court.

Armond and Bailey both signified that

the court w^ould no longer accommodate plaintiffs due to lack ofa class-action rule in
Mississippi courts.
The decisions in the Janssen cases and in USF&G increased the cry for more civil
reform in the form of class-action rule adoption. The limitations ofthese decisions are
seen as a joint effort with the 2004 tort reform legislation to reduce excessive litigation
182

and to keep the state from remaining a forum magnet for abusive litigation nationally.
Supporters of plaintiffs' rights have begun to look to a class-action rule to balance out
,183

these restrictions. The need for a proper method for “class-wide justice’

for

Mississippians who have suffered injury due to complications provided by modernity has
become more apparent than ever before. Class-action proponents see the adoption of this
rule as the best way to provide an official instrument through which these citizens could
184

resolve their large-scale injustices.

In turn, there is a sentiment that this type of
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litigation discourages transgression of reckless corporate defendants,

There are several

advantages for plaintiffs with the adoption of a class-action rule in the state.
Supporters of tort reform also find reason to support the adoption of Rule 23. As
previously mentioned, the decisions in USF&G, Armond, and Bailey limited the liberal
application of class-action alternatives, but they did not eliminate them. American
Bankers'has not been overturned, and abuses ofjoinder are still possible. The adoption
of Rule 23 would abolish the inequity that can result from the application ofjoinder as it
currently stands. Rules 20 and 42 have never been applied to allow for aggregation of
hundreds of plaintiffs in federal courts. Adoption of a class-action rule would at least
eradicate the use of these rules in ways that were never intended by the federal rules on
186

which they are based.

In addition, adoption of a class-action rule would reduce the

national image of the states as an aggregate case haven. Some see Rule 23 as the only
way to regulate the procedures of aggregate litigation and to further improve
Mississippi's civil procedure image.
It is important to note that there are several objections that have been posed
regarding adoption of a class-action rule in Mississippi. All federal courts follow the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure(“FRCP”) which contains a class-action provision.
Therefore, Mississippians do have access to class-action litigation in the federal district
187

courts.

Opponents of adoption of Rule 23 also point out that class-action provisions

would not greatly enhance the rights of plaintiffs because Mississippi’s current system
provides nearly identical remedies in the various areas of law in which class-action suits
are possible. In addition, there is evidence that refutes the assertion that class-action
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litigation ser\ es a deterrent for reckless corporations. In her article “Should Mississippi
Adopt a Class-Action Rule- Balancing the Equities,” Linda Mullenix ofthe University of
Texas School of Law points out that “many if not most defendants that enter into class;;188

action settlements do so in of the shadow their liability coverage,

When insurance

companies bear the brunt of litigation, corporations have less incentive to monitor their
negligence more closely.
Some who support tort reform see that Rule 23 can create just as many problems
as it solves by eliminating joinder. Rule 23 does not necessarily create a more efficient
process for all actors in cWW lawsuits. Class-action litigation increases the involvement
of trial judges by engaging them in special procedures and burying them in extra
189

paperwork not needed in joinder litigation,

In addition, adoption of a class-action rule

may actually increase the number of out-of-state claimants who can join Mississippi
litigants in plaintiff-friendly venues rather than eliminating the plaintiff prejudice
190

Stigma.

For proponents of tort reform, this may not be a price that they are willing to

pay.
In addition to the limited benefits of adoption of Rule 23, the process of changing
civil procedure rules is not a short or easy one. The fact that Mississippi has not
significantly altered MRCP since its adoption nearly 30 years ago is evidence of this.
Mississippi courts would first need to locate a model after which they would design the
state’s class-action rule. All state class-action rules are not created equally. Although
some states follow the federal model, others use the Uniform Law Commissioner’s
Model, and still others use no model at all. There are variations still among states that
IKK
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use the same model. To meet this initial threshold of choosing a model, Mississippi rule
makers would have to examine dozens of state class action rules.

191

Even choosing the

federal model does not simplify the process. Mullenix reveals that the Advisory
Committee on Civil Rules considered possible amendments to federal Rule 23 for twelve
192

years.

As a result, the Mississippi rule makers would need to thoroughly explore the

vast amount information accumulated over this period in order to determine whether or
not some of the rejected federal amendments could improve Mississippi's system.
Designing a class-action rule will be a years-long process if the state chooses to adopt
Rule 23.
The adoption of Rule 23 to MRCP has great potential to be part of the expansion
of tort refonn in Mississippi. This adoption will nevertheless be a slow and controversial
process. The Mississippi judiciar>^ may continue to use a case-by-case method to alter
the state's aggregate litigation policies. This process, however, can be even longer and
more cumbersome than the adoption process. Additionally, the overwhelming national
trend toward Rule 23 adoption may influence Mississippi’s rule makers. With a business
friendly court, the advantages of a class-action rule may not be worth the risks. It is too
early to tell if adoption of this rule is imminent, but it is certain that this reform has
received some heavy consideration from both those within the Mississippi judicial system
and out-of-state observers.
Whether the Mississippi government limits or expands provisions of tort reform,
the results will be driven by the public’s interest in the issue and the changing needs of
Mississippians. Tort refonn will continue to affect people in very personal ways and
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therefore arouse passion among those debating it. The governmental bodies ofthe state
of Mississippi will undoubtedly continue to strive for a balance in tort provisions.
Although this balance is somewhat subjective and ever evolving, the state government
should still retain this goal because a balanced tort system is necessary for legal justice,
which is one element of tort law on which all Mississippians can agree.
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